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Abstract
We capitalize on large amounts of readily-available, syn-
chronous data to learn a deep discriminative representa-
tions shared across three major natural modalities: vision,
sound and language. By leveraging over a year of sound
from video and millions of sentences paired with images, we
jointly train a deep convolutional network for aligned repre-
sentation learning. Our experiments suggest that this repre-
sentation is useful for several tasks, such as cross-modal re-
trieval or transferring classifiers between modalities. More-
over, although our network is only trained with image+text
and image+sound pairs, it can transfer between text and
sound as well, a transfer the network never observed during
training. Visualizations of our representation reveal many
hidden units which automatically emerge to detect concepts,
independent of the modality.
1. Introduction
Invariant representations are core for vision, audio, and
language models because they abstract our data. For exam-
ple, we desire viewpoint and scale invariance in vision, re-
verberation and background noise invariance in audio, and
synonym and grammar invariance in language. Discrimi-
native, invariant representations learned from large datasets
have enabled machines to understand unconstrained situa-
tions to huge success [20, 26, 13, 1].
The goal of this paper is to create representations that
are robust in another way: we learn representations that are
aligned across modality. Consider the sentence “she jumped
into the pool.” This same concept could also appear visu-
ally or aurally, such as the image of a pool or the sound
of splashing. Representations are robust to modality if the
there is alignment in the representation across modalities.
The pool image, the splashing sound, and the above sen-
tence should have similar representations.
We believe aligned cross-modal representations will
have a large impact in computer vision because they are fun-
damental components for machine perception to understand
relationships between modalities. Cross-modal perception
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Figure 1: Aligned Representations: We present a deep
cross-modal convolutional network that learns a represen-
tation that is aligned across three senses: seeing, hearing,
and reading. Above, we show inputs that activate a hidden
unit the most. Notice that units fire on concepts independent
of the modality. See Figure 5 for more.
plays key roles in the human perceptual system to recognize
concepts in different modalities [2, 9]. Cross-modal repre-
sentations also have many practical applications in recogni-
tion and graphics, such as transferring learned knowledge
between modalities.
In this paper, we learn rich deep representations that are
aligned across the three major natural modalities: vision,
sound, and language. We present a deep convolutional net-
work that accepts as input either a sound, a sentence, or an
image, and produces a representation shared across modal-
ities. We capitalize on large amounts of in-the-wild data to
learn this aligned representation across modalities. We de-
velop two approaches that learn high-level representations
that can be linked across modalities. Firstly, we use an unsu-
pervised method that leverages the natural synchronization
between modalities to learn an alignment. Secondly, we de-
sign an approach to transfer discriminative visual models
into other modalities.
Our experiments and visualizations show that a repre-
sentation automatically emerges that detects high-level con-
cepts independent of the modality. Figure 1 visualizes this
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Sound Vision
• a	train	in	the	shape	of	a	boat	driving	past	a	road
• a	city	street	with	parked	cars	on	the	side	at	night
• the	woman	is	wearing	black
• tennis	players	in	uniforms	having	a	discussion
• a	young	boy	has	hit	a	baseball	for	his	team
• six	kites	already	flying
• a	homemade	pizza	with	mushrooms	and	pepperoni	
• two	plates	full	of	breakfast	foods	are	next	to	
• a	couple	holding	an	umbrella	taking	a	selfie
Language
Figure 2: Dataset: We learn deep, aligned representations by capitalizing on large amounts of raw, unconstrained data.
learned representation: notice how units in the upper layers
have learned automatically to detect some objects agnos-
tic of the modality. We experiment with this representation
for several multi-modal tasks, such as cross-modal retrieval
and classification. Moreover, although our network is only
trained with image+text and image+sound pairs, our rep-
resentation can transfer between text and sound as well, a
transfer the network never saw during training.
Our primary contribution is showing how to leverage
massive amounts of synchronized data to learn a deep,
aligned cross-modal representation. While the methods in
the paper are standard, their application on a large-scale to
the three major natural modalities is novel to our knowl-
edge. In the remainder of this paper, we describe the ap-
proach and experiments in detail. In section 2, we dis-
cuss our datasets and modalities. In section 3, we present
a model for learning deep aligned cross-modal representa-
tions. In section 4, we present several experiments to ana-
lyze our representations.
1.1. Related Work
Vision and Sound: Understanding the relationship be-
tween vision and sound has been recently explored in the
computer vision community. One of the early works, [24],
explored the cross-modal relations between “talking head”
images and speech through CCA and cross-modal factor
analysis. [43] applied CCA between visual and auditory
features, and used common subspace features for aiding
clustering in image-audio datasets. [37] explored interac-
tion between visual and audio modalities through human
behavior analysis using Kernel-CCA and Multi-view Hid-
den CRF. [27] investigates RBM auto-encoders between vi-
sion and sound. [22] investigated the relations between ma-
terials and their sound in a weakly-paired settings. Recent
work [29] has capitalized on material properties to learn to
regress sound features from video, learn visual representa-
tions [30], and [5] analyzes small physical vibrations to re-
cover sounds in video. We learn cross-modal relations from
large quantities of unconstrained data.
Sound and Language: Even though the relation be-
tween sound and language is mostly studied in the line of
speech recognition [31], in this paper we are interested in
matching sentences with auditory signals. This problem is
mainly studied in the audio retrieval setting. Early work
[35] performs semantic audio retrieval by aligning sound
clusters with hierarchical text clusters through probabilistic
models. [4] applies a passive-aggressive model for content-
based audio retrieval from text queries. [40] uses probabilis-
tic models for annotating novel audio tracks with words and
retrieve relevant tracks given a text-based query. However,
we seek to learn the relationship between sound and lan-
guage using vision as an intermediary, i.e. we do not use
audio+text pairs.
Language and Vision: Learning to relate text and im-
ages has been extensively explored in the computer vision
community. Pioneering work [7, 32, 28, 21] explore image-
captioning as a retrieval task. More recently, [42, 15, 6] de-
veloped deep large-scale models to generate captions from
images. In this paper, rather than generating sentences, we
instead seek to learn a representation that is aligned with im-
ages, audio, and text. [7] explores aligned representations,
but does not learn the representation with a deep architec-
ture. Moreover, rather than using recurrent networks [42],
we use convolutional networks for text. [45] learns to align
books and moviesl. [10, 11] learn joint image-tag embed-
dings through several CCA variations. We instead seek to
align three natural modalities using readily-available large-
scale data. While [10] harnesses clusters of tags as a third
view of the data, we instead obtain clusters from images
through state-of-the-art visual categorization models. This
is crucial since only the image modality is shared in both
image+sound and image+text pairs.
2. Datasets and Modalities
We chose to learn aligned representations for sound, vi-
sion, and language because they are frequently used in ev-
eryday situations. Figure 2 shows a few examples of the
data we use.
Sound: We are interested in natural environmental
sounds. We download videos from videos on Flickr [39]
and extract their sounds. We downloaded over 750, 000
videos from Flickr, which provides over a year (377 days)
of continuous audio, as well as their corresponding video
frames. The only pre-processing we do on the sound is to
extract the spectrogram from the video files and subtract the
mean. We extract spectrograms for approximately five sec-
onds of audio, and keep track of the video frames for both
training and evaluation. We use 85% of the sound files for
training, and the rest for evaluation.
Language: We combine two of the largest image de-
scription datasets available: COCO [25], which contains
400, 000 sentences and 80, 000 images, and Visual Genome
[19], which contains 4, 200, 000 descriptions and 100, 000
images. The concatenation of these datasets results in a very
large set of images and their natural language descriptions,
which cover various real-world concepts. We pre-process
the sentences by removing English stop words, and embed-
ding each word with word2vec [26].
Images: We use the frames from our sound dataset [39]
and the images from our language datasets [25, 19]. In to-
tal, we have nearly a million images which are synchro-
nized with either sound or text (but not both). The only pre-
processing we do on the images is subtracting the channel-
wise mean RGB value. We use the same train/test splits as
their paired sounds/descriptions.
Synchronization: We use the synchronous nature of
these modalities to learn the relationships between them.
We have pairs of images and sound (from videos) and pairs
of images and text (from caption datasets). Note we lack
pairs of sound and text during training. Instead, we hope
our network will learn to map between sound and text by
using images as a bridge (which our experiments suggest
happens). To evaluate this, we also collected 1, 000 text de-
scriptions of videos (image/sound) from workers on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk [38], which we only use for testing
the ability to transfer between sound and text.
3. Cross-Modal Networks
We design a model that can accept as input either an im-
age, a sound, or a sentence, and produces a common rep-
resentation shared across modalities. Let xi be a sample
from modality x, and yi be the corresponding sample from
modality y. For example, xi may be an image, and yi may
be a sound of that image. For clarity, here we describe how
to align two modalities x and y, but the method easily gen-
eralizes to any number of modalities (we do three).
Our goal is to learn representations for xi and yi that
are aligned. We write fx(xi) to be the representation in
modality x, and fy(yi) to be the representation in modality
y. Representations fx(xi) and fy(yi) are aligned if they are
close to each other under some distance metric, e.g. cosine
similarity. However, similarity alone is not enough because
there is a trivial solution to ignore the input and produce a
constant. Instead, we desire the representation to be both
aligned and discriminative. We explore two approaches.
3.1. Alignment by Model Transfer
We take advantage of discriminative visual models to
teach a student model to have an aligned representation. Let
g(xi) be a teacher model that estimates class probabilities
for a particular modality. For example, g(xi) could be any
image classification model, such as AlexNet [34]. Since the
modalities are synchronized, we can train fy(yi) to predict
the class probabilities from the teacher model g(xi) in an-
other modality. We use the KL-divergence as a loss:
N∑
i
DKL (g(xi)||fy(yi)) (1)
where DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
j Pj log
Pj
Qj
. This objective by itself
will enable alignment to emerge at the level of categories
predicted by g. However, the internal representations of f
would not be aligned since each student model is disjoint.
To enable an alignment to emerge in the internal rep-
resentation, we therefore constrain the upper layers of the
network to have shared parameters across modalities, visu-
alized in Figure 3. While the early layers of f are specific
to modality, the upper layers will now be shared. This en-
courages an internal representation to emerge that is shared
across modalities. Interestingly, as we show in the exper-
iments, visualizations suggest that hidden units emerge in-
ternally to detect some objects independent of modality.
Student-teacher models have been explored in transfer
learning before [1, 12]. In this work, we are instead trans-
ferring into an aligned representation, which is possible by
constraining the learned parameters to be shared across the
upper levels of representation.
3.2. Alignment by Ranking
We additionally employ a ranking loss function to obtain
both aligned and discriminative representations:
N∑
i
∑
j 6=i
max{0,∆− ψ(xi, yi) + ψ(xi, yj)} (2)
where ∆ is a margin hyper-parameter, ψ is a similarity func-
tion, and j iterates over negative examples. Note that, for
clarity and in slight abuse of notation, f may be a different
layer in the network from above.
This loss seeks to push paired examples close together
in representation space, and mismatched pairs further apart,
up to some margin ∆. We use cosine similarity in represen-
tation space:
ψ(x, y) = cos(fx(x), fy(y)) (3)
where cos is the cosine of the angle between the two repre-
sentation vectors.
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Figure 3: Learning Aligned Representations: We design a network that accepts as input either an image, a sound, or a
text. The model produces a common shared representation that is aligned across modality (blue) from modality-specific
representations (grays). We train this model using both a model transfer loss, and a ranking pair loss. The modality-specific
layers are convolutional, and the shared layers are fully connected.
Ranking loss functions are commonly used in vision to
learn cross-modal embeddings in images and text [18, 36,
15, 41, 8]. Here, we are leveraging them to learn aligned,
discriminative representations across three major natural
modalities using in-the-wild data.
3.3. Learning
To train the network, we use the model transfer loss in
Equation 1 and the ranking loss in Equation 2 on different
layers in the network. For example, we can put the model
transfer loss on the output layer of the network, and the
ranking loss on all shared layers in the network. The final
objective becomes a sum of these losses.
Model transfer: We train student models for sound, vi-
sion, and text to predict class probabilities from a teacher
ImageNet model. We constrain the upper weights to be
shared in the student models. Since vision is a rich modality
with strong recognition models, it is an attractive resource
for transfer.
Ranking: We apply the ranking loss for alignment be-
tween vision → text, text → vision, vision → sound, and
sound → vision on the last three hidden activations of the
network. Since we do not have large amounts of sound/text
pairs, we do not supervise those pairs. Instead, we expect
the model to learn a strong enough alignment using vision
as a bridge to enable transfer between sound/text (which our
experiments suggest).
3.4. Network Architecture
Our network has three different inputs, depending on the
modality of the data. We design each input to have its own
disjoint pathway in the beginning in the network. In the
end, however, the pathways converge to common layers that
are shared across all modalities. Our intention is that the
disjoint pathways can adapt to modal-specific features (such
as shapes, audible notes, or text phrases), while the shared
layers can adapt to modal-robust features (such as objects
and scenes).
Sound Network: The input to our sound pathway are
spectrograms. Since sound is a one-dimensional signal, we
use a four-layer one-dimensional convolutional network to
transform the spectrogram into a higher-level representa-
tion. The output of the sound network is then fed into the
modal-agnostic layers.
Text Network: The input to our text pathway are sen-
tences where each word is embedded into a word represen-
tation using word2vec [26]. By concatenating each word
together, we can use a deep one-dimensional convolutional
network on the sentence, similar to [16]. We again use
a four-layer network. While the earlier layers in the net-
work have a small receptive field and can only detect sim-
ple n-grams, by stacking convolutions, the later layers have
a larger receptive field. In contrast to [16] which uses con-
volutions of varying kernel size to handle long-range de-
pendencies, we instead use convolutions with fixed kernel
sizes, but go deeper to capture long-range dependencies be-
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“barking” “barking”
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Figure 4: Example Cross-Modal Retrievals: We show top retrievals for cross-modal retrieval between sounds, images, and
text using our deep representation.
IMG SND IMG TXT
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Method SND IMG TXT IMG
Random 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.00
Linear Reg. 345.8 319.8 14.2 18.0
CCA [33] 313.6 316.1 17.0 16.2
Normalized CCA [10] 295.6 296.0 14.2 12.8
Ours: Model Transfer 144.6 143.8 8.5 10.8
Ours: Ranking 49.0 47.8 8.6 8.2
Ours: Both 47.5 49.5 5.8 6.0
Table 1: Cross Modal Retrieval: We evaluate average me-
dian rank for cross-modal retrieval on our held-out valida-
tion set. Lower is better. See Section 4.2 for details.
tween words. The output of this network is finally fed into
the modal-agnostic layers.
Vision Network: Our visual network follows the stan-
dard Krizhevsky architecture [20]. We use the same archi-
tecture up until pool5, which is flattened and directly fed
into the modal-agnostic layers.
Shared Network: The outputs from the sound, text, and
vision networks are fixed length vectors with the same di-
mensionality. In order to create a representation that is in-
dependent of the modality, we then feed this fixed length
vector into a network that is shared across all modalities,
similar to [3]. We visualize this sharing in Figure 3. While
the weights in the earlier layers are specific to their modal-
ity, the weights in the upper layers are shared across all
modalities. We use two fully connected layers of dimen-
sionality 4096 with rectified linear activations as this shared
network. The output is 1000 dimensional with a softmax
activation function.
3.5. Implementation Details
Optimization: We optimize the network using mini-
batch stochastic gradient descent and back propagation
Method TXT → SND SND → TXT
Random 500.0 500.0
Linear Reg. 315.0 309.0
Ours: Model Transfer 140.5 142.0
Ours: Ranking 190.0 189.5
Ours: Both 135.0 140.5
Table 2: Cross Modal Retrieval for Sound and Text: We
evaluate average median rank for retrievals between sound
and text. See Section 4.3
[23]. We use the Adam solver [17] with a learning rate of
0.0001. We initialize all parameters with Gaussian white
noise. We train with a batch size of 200 for a fixed number
of iterations (50, 000). We train the network in Caffe [14]
and implement a new layer to perform the cosine similarity.
Training typically takes a day on a GPU.
Sound Details: The input spectrogram is a 500 × 257
signal, which can be interpreted as 257 channels over 500
time steps. We use three one-dimensional convolutions with
kernel sizes 11, 5, and 3 and 128, 256, 256 filters respec-
tively. Between each convolutional layer, we use rectified
linear units, and downsample with one-dimensional max-
pooling by a factor of 5. The output of these convolutions
is a 4× 256 feature map. Since these convolutions are over
time and the other modalities do not have time (e.g., images
are spatial), we finally project this feature map to a 9216 di-
mensional vector with a fully connected layer, which is fed
into the modality-agnostic layers.
Text Details: The pretrained model for word2vec em-
beds each word into a 300 dimensional vector. We concate-
nate words in a sentence into a fixed length matrix of size
16×300 for 16 words. We pad shorter sentences with zeros,
and crop longer sentences, which we found to be effective in
practice. We then have three one-dimensional convolutions
with 300 filters and kernel size of 3 with rectified linear ac-
tivation functions. We have max-pooling after the second
Train Modality: IMG SND TXT
Test Modality: IMG SND TXT IMG SND TXT IMG SND TXT
Chance 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
Linear Reg. 26.5 3.3 23.1 3.0 6.6 2.9 18.3 3.4 34.3
CCA TXT↔IMG 23.8 - 22.2 - - - 18.5 - 35.6
CCA SND↔IMG 21.1 3.0 - 2.7 6.8 - - - -
Ours: Ranking 23.5 5.7 21.3 6.6 5.7 6.3 11.3 5.2 32.9
Ours: Model Transfer 30.9 5.6 32.0 8.7 9.0 12.3 26.5 5.1 39.0
Ours: Both 32.6 5.8 33.8 12.8 9.0 15.2 22.6 6.2 40.3
Table 3: Classifier Transfer: We experiment with training scene classifiers in one modality, but testing on a different modal-
ity. Since our representation is aligned, we can transfer the classifiers without any labeled examples in the target modality.
The table reports classification accuracy and the dash indicates a comparison is not possible because CCA only works with
two views. The results suggest that our representation obtains a better alignment than baseline methods. Moreover, this
shows that the representation is both aligned and discriminative.
and third convolutions to down-sample the input by a factor
of two. We finally have a fully connected layer to produce
a 9216 dimensional vector that is fed into the shared layers.
4. Experiments
We present three main experiments to analyze our
aligned representation. Firstly, we experiment with cross-
modal retrieval that, given a query in one modality, find
similar examples in all modalities. Secondly, we show dis-
criminative classifiers trained on our representation transfer
to novel modalities. Finally, we visualize the internal repre-
sentation, and show that some object detectors independent
of modality are automatically emerging.
4.1. Experimental Setup
We split our data into disjoint training, validation, and
testing sets. We learn all models on training, fit hyper-
parameters on the validation set, and report performance
on the testing set. For both validation and testing, we use
5, 000 video/sound pairs and similarly 5, 000 image/text
pairs. The rest is used for training. For the image de-
scriptions, we use the standard training/validation split from
COCO [25]. Since Visual Genome [19] did not release
a standard training/validation split, we randomly split the
dataset. However, because Visual Genome has some over-
lap with the images in COCO, if an image belongs in both
COCO and Visual Genome, then we assigned it to the same
training/validation/testing split as COCO in order to keep
the splits disjoint. We train all networks from scratch (ran-
dom initialization).
4.2. Cross Modal Retrieval
We quantify the learned alignment by evaluating our rep-
resentations at a cross-modal retrieval task. Given a query
input in one modality, how well can our representation re-
trieve its corresponding pair from a different modality? For
our method, we input the example from the query modality
into our network, and extract the features from the last hid-
den layer. We then normalize the query features to be zero
mean and unit variance. Finally, we find examples in the
target modality with the nearest cosine similarity.
We compare against two baselines for this task.
CCA: Firstly, we compare against CCA [33], which is a
state-of-the-art method for cross-modal retrieval. Using our
training set, we compute CCA between images and text,
and CCA between images and sound. To do this, we need
to operate over a feature space. For images, we use fc7
features from [20]. For sentences, we use a concatenation of
words embedded with word2vec [26]. For sound, we reduce
the dimensionality of the spectrograms to 512 dimensions
using PCA, which we found improved performance. We do
retrieval using the joint latent space learned by CCA.
Linear Regression: Secondly, we compare against a
linear regression trained from the query modality to visual
features, and use vision as the common feature space. We
use the same features for linear regression as we did in the
CCA baseline. Note we add a small isotropic prior to the
transformation matrix which acts as a regularizer. We then
perform retrieval using the regressed target features using
cosine similarity.
Results: Using our test set, we report the average me-
dian rank over five splits of 1, 000 each, following [41].
Table 1 shows that our representation learns a significantly
better alignment across vision, sound, and text than base-
lines. However, for retrieval between text and images, our
method marginally outperforms CCA. Since our network
is capable of learning deep features, our method can learn
to align spectrograms using features higher level than what
is possible with CCA. On the other hand, since text is al-
ready high-level, our method only provides a slight advan-
tage over CCA for text/images. In general, the task of re-
trieving between images and sound appears to be a more
challenging task than between images and text, perhaps be-
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Figure 5: Hidden Unit Visualization: We visualize a few units from the last hidden layer of our cross modal network. Note
that, on top of the spectrograms (yellow/red heatmaps), we also show the original video and a blurb to describe the sound,
which is only included for visualization purposes. See Section 4.5.
cause less information is available in sound and the original
features are not as high level. We show some qualitative top
retrievals in Figure 4.
4.3. Sound and Text Transfer
Although our network was trained using only im-
age/sound and image/text pairs, we also experiment with
transfer between sound/text. The network never saw
sound/text pairs during training. This task is particularly
challenging because the network would need to develop a
strong enough alignment between modalities such that it
can exploit images as a bridge between sound and text.
Baseline: Although we cannot train a linear regression
between sound and text (because there are no pairs), we
can train linear regressions from spectrograms to image fea-
tures, and text features and image features. We can use
the regressed image features as the common space to do
retrieval.
For our method, we simply perform retrieval using co-
sine similarity using our learned representations. Given a
sound query, we compute its representation, and retrieve
text that is near it, and similarly for the reverse direction.
Results: Table 2 reports the average median rank for
sound/text retrievals. Our experiments suggest that deep
cross-modal representations outperform both cluster CCA
and a linear regression by considerable margins (over 100
points). We believe this is the case because our network
is capable of learning high-level features, which are eas-
ier to align across modalities. Interestingly, our network
can transfer between sound/text only slightly worse than
sound/images, suggesting that our network is capable of
learning alignment between modalities even in the absence
of synchronized data.
4.4. Zero Shot Classifier Transfer
We explore using the aligned representation as a means
to transfer classifiers across modalities. If the representation
obtains a strong enough alignment, then an object recogni-
tion classifier trained in a source modality should still be
able to recognize objects in a different target modality, even
though the classifier never saw labeled examples in the tar-
get modality.
Dataset: To quantify performance on this task, we col-
lected a new medium size dataset for transferring classi-
fiers across vision, sound, an text modalities. We annotate
held-out videos into 42 categories consisting of objects and
scenes using Amazon Mechanical Turk. The training set
is 2, 799 videos and the testing set is 1, 050 videos, which
is balanced. We additionally annotated each video with
a short text description, similar to sentences from COCO.
This results in a dataset where we have paired data across
all modalities.
Classifier: We experiment with training a linear one-vs-
all SVM to recognize the categories where we train and test
on different modalities using our aligned representation as
the feature space. Note to pick hyper-parameters, we use
two-fold cross validation on the training set.
Results: Table 3 reports classification accuracy for the
classifier across modalities. We compare the representation
from our approach versus a representation obtained by CCA
and Linear regression, similar to before. Our experiments
suggest that our representation learns a stronger discrimina-
tive alignment than CCA and Linear regression, obtaining
up to 10% gain over baselines.
Particularly the cross-modal columns in table 3, where
train and test modalities are different, shows that even with-
out seeing any example from the target modality our meth-
ods can achieve significant classification accuracies. The
most challenging source modality for training is sound,
which makes sense as vision and text are very rich modali-
ties. However, our approach still learns to align sound with
vision and text. By combining both a paired ranking ob-
jective and a model transfer objective, our representation is
both discriminative and aligned.
4.5. Visualization
To better understand what our model has learned, we vi-
sualize the hidden units in the shared layers of our network,
similar to [44]. Using our validation set, we find which in-
puts activate a unit in the last hidden layer the most, for
each modality. We visualize the highest scoring inputs for
several hidden units in Figure 5. We observe two proper-
ties. Firstly, although we do not supervise semantics on the
hidden layers, many units automatically emerge that detect
high-level concepts. Secondly, many of these units seem to
detect objects independently of the modality, suggesting the
representation is learning an alignment at the object level.
5. Conclusion
Invariant representations enable computer vision sys-
tems to operate in unconstrained, real-world environments.
We believe aligned, modality-robust representations are
crucial for the next generation of machine perception as the
field begins to leverage cross-modal data, such as sound,
vision, and language. In this work, we present a deep con-
volutional network for learning cross-modal representations
from over a year of video and millions of sentences. Our ex-
periments show an alignment emerges that improves both
retrieval and classification performance for challenging in-
the-wild situations. Although the network never saw pairs
of sounds and text during training, our experiments empir-
ically suggest it has learned an alignment between them,
possibly by using images as a bridge internally. Our visual-
izations reveal that units for high-level concepts emerge in
our representation, independent of the modality.
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